By the order of Vice-Chancellor, Ranchi University, Ranchi the undermentioned candidates are declared to have passed Bachelor of Commerce Semester 4 Examination 2021 (Session 2019-2022) held in the month of March-2022

U.K.S.Mahavidyalaya, Dakra
Bachelor of Commerce-Commerce
Pass

17NBC8162599  19BC8170932  19BC8170934  19BC8170936  19BC8170937  19BC8170938  19BC8170939  19BC8170940  19BC8170943  19BC8170944  19BC8170947

Bachelor of Commerce-General
Pass

19BC0070961

(Dr.G.K.Singh)
Director (EDPC)

(Sd)-
Controller of Examinations
By the order of Vice-Chancellor, Ranchi University, Ranchi the undermentioned candidates are declared to have passed Bachelor of Commerce Semester 4 Examination 2021 (Session 2019-2022) held in the month of March-2022.
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